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The. MacMillan Homestead 
CEDARVILLE, OHIO 
1828-1953 
''I Learn to Succor the Unfortunate" 
By 
JASON LEON }\,'fad\lILLAN 
grandson. of David and Nancy Wright McMillan, 
who was privileged to live in the David McMillan 
homestead during the period when most of the 




The preparaition of this family history has been a 
la:bor of love for which the narrator has been fully com-
pensated by the pleasure of seeking to record the family's 
more di,stant past a,nd in recalling persons and events 
connected with his own life while growing up in the 
l\IaoMillan Homestead, in Greene County, Ohio. 
This small volume whi,ch ·includes pen pictures of the 
children of J ame,s and Martha Elizabeth Murdock l\,fac-
l\'1-iUan, is dedicated ,to these and their descendants, with 
the hope it may afford those who read it a small measure 
of the interest a,nd pleasure the writer has had in its 
preparation. 
:'.\forfolk, Virginia 
April 8, 1953. 
JASON LEON l\ilAcMrLLAN 
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In this record of the J amcs Madvlillan family, please 
note that the Mad\/lillans of Scotland in time became the 
McMillans of northern Ireland and America. This change 
of spelling we are told, merely indicates a change of 
family residence, and not a difference in stock. Since in 
our family line we have both. John MacMillan of Bal-
maghie, Scotland, and Hugh McMillan of County Antrim, 
Ireland, as our honored forebears, and since among the 
descendants of Hugh l'viclVIillari we now have in USC both 
spellings, this fact will be noted and adhered to in the 
sketches which follow. 
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THE COVENANTERS 
by \Vilbur D. Nisbet, great~grandson of Hugh 
and Jane Harvey McMillan, of South Carolina. 
You cannot understand us, you rfolk of changing creeds, 
Who weave a changing" fabric to fit tomorrow's needs; 
Y O!U cannot understand us; the .path is rough and high 
And you would turn out from it to smoother ways near by 
But through the dash and clamor of your disputing words 
\Ve hear the olden sayings of them that tended herds, 
And when the ancient dogma you hold of small ac.count 
\;Ve hear the primal message that thundered from the mount 
A covenant we cherish-a covenant of old; 
A covenant first fashioned where Jordan's waters rolled; 
It thwblbed from David's harpstrings by th.e eternal plan, 
Unchanging and unceasing-the covenant with man. 
They cannot understand us, the folk of changing creeds 
Who weave a mingled falbric to fit tomorrow's needs-
But we have seen tomorrovvs grow from the yesterdays 
\Vhile man-made creeds have faded into the distant haze. 
I. FOREWORD 
The first reference to the 1vfadvlililan name in Scottish history 
is so remote, its memibers so numerous, the ideals of the family 
so divergent, that any idea of thinking of the family as a whole 
is without meaning. 
The most casual observation shows that mcm;bcrs of this 
family have become well known in such widely varying fields as 
ministers, as educators, explorers, statesmen, philosophers, pub-
lishers, men of letters, as well as vvarriors, athletes, and business 
executives. 
\Vhat is more to the point, these several branches show a strong 
tendency ailong with the rest of humanity, to rcproclucc after their 
own kind. It should be the source of profound gratitude to those 
who bear this ancient and honorable name, that though it seems 
to be the prevailing tendency to drift toward the P'urcly secular, 
and in some cases wholely worldly pursuits, there are other 
branches which have been just as zealous in seeking to maintain 
the family's original ideals and traditions. 
The branch of the family with which this narrative deals, is 
of the latter class, which traces its origin not back to the more 
remote past, but to John j\!Iacl\Iillan of Barlmaghic, Scotland, who 
lived and labored during the time of religious persecution in that 
unhappy realm and era. 
So far as the present writer has ascertained, no definite at-
tempt has been made to record this religious background for the 
American branch of the family. This present narrative is such 
an undertaking, in tracing the descendants of Hugh and Jane 
Harvey 1\/[cINiillan, staunch Covenanters of Cow1ty Antrim, Ire-
land, and Chester District, South Carnlina, and of their fifth child 
David, and his wife, Nancy Wright Mcl\tfillan, of Chester District, 
South Carolina, and Green County, Ohio, and particularly of 
their youngest son, James, and his wife lVfartha Elizabeth l\:Iur-
<lock MaclVIi:llan'. who with their descendants, have occupied the 
pioneer home of David I'vicMillan for more than a century and 
a quarter, a home that was carved out of a pioneer wi.Jderness, 
and is now occupied by the fourth generation of this family. 
Norfolk, Virginia, 
January 1953. 
JASON L. l\:IAcMrLLAN. 
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John ·Maclvlilhn placque, P.arish Church, Balmaghie, Scotland. Inscription: 
"To the glory of God and in memory of Jo·hn M,acMill,an, A.M., born 
Barncauchlin, Minnigaff, 1669. Ordained mf:nister of the Parish of Bal-
maghie, 1701. Accepted pastorate of the United Societies, 1706, which 
office he laboriously discharged for forty-seven years. Died at Broom-
hill, Bothweld, 1753. Buried in DaJ.serl Churchyard. A Covenanter of the 
Covenanters, a fa·ther of the Re,formed Presby,teri,an .Church, a faithful 
minister of Jesus Christ." 
Dalserl Churchyard, in which John MacMillan is buried. 
INTRODUCTION 
II. THE OA'MEROINilAN l\L,.dIILLrANS 
\Vhile there is ample evidence from ancient monuments that 
rhe l\Iacl\!Iillans were known an<l the name recorded as one of the 
Scottish clans 500 years prior to 1700, yet the branch of the family 
dealt with in this narrative had its beginning at this later date, 
with the well known minister Rev.John l\Iaclvlillan, of .Balmaghie, 
Scotland, who lived and flourished around 1700, and through bis 
religious activity became known to fame as "The Cameronian 
Apostle." 
John lVIacl\JiHan was a close follower mid successor to Richard 
Cameron, one of the last of the Scottish martyrs to die for re-
ligious liberty. The close connection between the two in Ii fe and 
work, is seen in the fact that while at an earlier period the fol-
lowers of Richard Cameron were known as "Cameronians," these 
same people were lcvter to be widely known •and spoken of· as 
"The l\IacMillanrtes." 
John l\facMillan ministered to this scattered and shepherdless 
group of people for nearly 40 years. In 1743, with two other min-
isters, and two ruling elders, he organized the Reformed Presby-
terian Church, often spoken of as "The Covenanter Church''-
wb.ich was destined to grow not only in Scotland and Ireland, 
but to reach out to disbant America and other parts of the world, 
and to number in its membership, world figures, such as John C. 
Payton of missionary fame, and others too numerous to mention 
here. 
This group of Presbyterians arc also spoken of in Scottish 
religious history as "The Society People," because after the days 
of persecution were ended, for strong religious convictions, they 
refused to return to the established church of Scotland as the 
great majority of their persecuted ,brethren eventually did. :Many 
thousands widely scattered through the highlands of Scotland, 
without pastors and without church~~' formed themselves into 
"Religious Societies," and worshipped as best they coulcl, often 
in the open, until they could establish a church of their own 
choice and kind. 
These "Society" people have been immortalized in song and 
story. One of the most heartmoving tri·butes to their ·religious 
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devotion was paid by one of our own well known authors, Har-
riette Beecher Stowe, who af.ter viewing Harvey's famous paint-
ing, "The Covenanters' Communion," wrote as follows: 
"I saw" she says, "the Covenanters celebrating the Lord's· 
Supper, a picture I could not look at critically, on account of the 
tears wbich kept ·blindi11g my eyes. It represents a bleak hollow 
of the mountain-side, where a few trem!bling old men and women, 
a few young girls and children with one or two young men, are 
grouped together in that moment of hushed, prayer:liul repose 
which precedes the breaking of the Sacramental bread. There is 
something touching always, about that worn, weary look of rest 
and comfort with which a sick child lies down upon a mother's 
bosom, and like this is the expression with which these hunted 
fugitives nestle themselves beneath the shadow of their Redeemer. 
lVIothers who had seen their sons tortured, not accepting deliver-
ance; wives who had seen the blood of their husbands poured 
out on their door-stones; children with no father but God, and 
bereaved old men, from whom every child had ·been rent-all 
gathering for comfort round the cross of a suffering Lord." 
This is recorded here, that the descendants of John and Hugh 
MacMillalf may never forget the spiritual rock from which they 
and their forefathers were hewn. John MacMillan undoubtedly 
had the spirit of the martyrs, though he was providentially spared 
from having ,to sheq. his blood for a cause for which he gladly 
would have died, had the necessity arisen. In the religious histories 
of Scotland, he is always listed with those who suffered and died 
during the days of persecution. His last recorded words were-
doubtless a quouation from the Psalms-"Yea, mine own God 
is He." 
While he was not called upon to die for his faith, he was per-
mitted ,to live for it, and this he did in a remarkable way. He was 
brought up in the Church of Scotland, and trained for its ministry, 
yet seeing the great need, and deeply •believing the same things 
these harried people believed, he withdrew completely from the 
old established church, and became the minister of this group. 
John MacMillan was providentia,lly aided in undertalcing what 
undoubtedly :became an arduous task, by being called to be the 
minister of the parish church at Balmaghie, though the call was 
not authorized by the Presbytery to which this Church belonged. 
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From a Covenanter hand-Jbook pu:bl•ished in 1938, we learn that 
the gable of the church in which he preached vvas still standing. 
Here he labored for over 40 years, during which he was granted 
permission by his Balmaghie congregation to spend the most of 
each summer among the scattered "Society People," preaching 
to them in their conventicles, baptising the children, and holding 
memorial services for those who during the year had departed 
this life. In this way he was destined to 'become a true Shepherd 
of the Hills to an extent few others have <s.Ver ,been able to be. 
As an illustration of how greatly he was loved, the story is 
told that when he first went to live ,at Balmaghie, the State Church 
Authorities still active, sought to evict him from the manse, and 
for this purpose sent a deputation of armed men. Having received 
word that this was to be attempted, the Balmaghie, the people, 
men, women and children, armed themselves with pitch-forks, 
spades and mattocks, and the women with buckets of hot water, 
surrounded the manse and their pastor, ready to do battle. When 
the deputation saw the situation, and realized if they persisted, 
blood would be shed, they departed without committing any 
violence. Happily the days of persecution were over, and this 
good man was allowed to complete his work without harm or 
danger, although his life was an exceedingly arduous one. 
Unfortunately, a family record of the descendants of John 
l\1acl\t1illan has not been preserved, or is unknown on this side 
of the Atlantic. This need not be too surprising, when we recall 
the scarcity of the family records of those who left the old world 
and settled in the new, particularly is this true of families like 
our own, that came to this country in troulblous <times, :by wav 
of northern Ireland. The hardships which awaited all pioneer~, 
even the most favored, together with the growing tension between 
the old ,world and the new, which was climaxed in the Revolu-
tionary War, would be sufficient to account for the fact that even 
the first generaition of new arrivals would soon lose trace of their 
nearest kin they left behind. 
Yet it is interesting, and I believe a significant fact, that one 
of the earliest and most persistent traditions of our family is that 
it had its origin not only with the "Society People" of Scotland, 
but were closely connected if not directly descended from John 
MacMillan, who was one of the leaders in that noble band of 
martyrs. The writer is convinced, that there is authenti~ historical 
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data which yet may be secured, to throw light upon our Scottish 
ancestry .. It is to be regretted that more of this historical data is 
not av>ailable for this sketch. ':fhe writer is glad, however, to in-
clude cu.ts made from pictures taken by1V1alcolm 1iiacKenzie, who 
recently visited the lVIa:cMillah country in Scotland. These pic-
tures show the church yard where John MacMillan is buried, and 
a plaque which was placed in his honor i~ the parish church. 
While these pictures do not ·add to our fund of knowledge, they 
do tend to dispel the le~endary element which surrounds his name, 
and make him more real ,to those who are proud to think of them-
selves as being not ·only his spiritual but his lineal descendants. 
THE l\iicMILLANS IN IRELAND 
When we deal with the McMillans in Ireland, we come to that 
time and place where the family record begins to take definite 
shape. But here, too, we are left in doubt ,as to the origin of the 
family in the Emerald Isle: There are several stories to account 
for their presence. The most interesting is that this particular 
MacMillan in one of the battles which the Covenanters had with 
the Fore.es of the Cr.own killed one of the persecuting band, and 
later fled to Ireland .. to save_ his life. As we are often reminded 
that one swallow does_ not m~ke a summer, it is not likely that 
one McMillan can acs;ount .for all that happened in Ireland during 
the time the McMillans sojourned there. 
The best. explan~tion which would seem to account for most 
of the facts, is to recall that some time after the John MaclVIillan 
era, and following a war'.. which the Crown of England had with 
the ruling powers of Ireland, in which the Crown Forces were 
successful in driving the Irish Catholics from several of the north-
ern counties, it was ·determined that these northern counties 
should be colonized by a large number of Protestant families 
from Scotland, including in all probability a large sprinkling of 
our Covenanter forebears. These would-be colonizers, in addition 
to holding this land, were given the task of acting as a bulwark 
against Catholicism, inasmuch as the war itself was largely a 
religious war. But like so many of these human undertakings, 
especially when selfi.shness and greed play too prominent a part, 
the promises which were made were not kept. Instead of being 
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Birthplace of Jane Harvey, wife of Hugh McMillan, County Antrim, Ireland. 
Birthplace of Hugh McMillan, Rasharkin, County 1\ntrim, Ireland. 
able to buy the land which they contracted for, they were burden-
ed with heavy and unjust taxes, and became so reduced that soon 
the "Killing Times" in Scotland of an earlier period became what 
is historically known as the "Starvl;1g Times" in Ireland. 
The reason we do not hear more a·bout the i\Jcl\Iillans in Ire-
land is probably due to the fact that people ·who have fought and 
conspicuously won in one point in their history, do not care to 
. talk about the times when they did not win, but were trapped 
and grossly' ill-treated. This is mentioned, as it probabl}' accounts 
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for Hugh McMillan and thousands of others like him, leaving 
northern Ireland and emigrating to this country around 1750, 
and by so doing, according to Theodore Roosevelt in his book 
"The "\Vinning of the West," made one of the most significant 
contributions to our early American history. "These people," said 
the author, "the Scotoh-Iri·sh, stern and virile, became the van-
guard of our civilization." "These are the men who .first declared 
for American independence." 
THE McMILLANS IN SOUTH CAROLINA 
Hugh McMillan, the first representative of the family in the 
new world, must have been a hard-pressed immigrant. \Ve are 
told thait when he left Ireland he was 36 years of age, and that 
he had been married eleven years. This would indicate that he 
had sought to make a go of it in Ireland before coming to the 
new world. He ·mus.t have failed, for he came to America alone. 
Like Abraham of old, he came scarcely knowing his exact desti-
nation. vVe learn tha.t a.Jter landing at Charleston, South Carolina, 
he .first settled at Camden, but later, learning that there were 
some of "his own people" further inland, in the Chester district 
of the same staite, he pushed on there. 
From some brief historical notes left by his oldest son, we 
glean these additional facts: It was only later that he was able 
to send for his wife and cliildren, probably saving money-for their 
passage. In settling in the new world, he emulated another of the 
Old Testament patriarchs by working seven years on the farm 
of one John Rock, quite posstbly as a day laborer, or until he 
obtained sufficient money to purchase a farm of his own. This 
man, whom we are proud to caU our forebear, though he came 
to this country a penniless immigrant, and died at the age of 66, 
having lived in this country only 30 years, yet was ab,le to become 
one of the outstanding men of his community, not only becoming 
financially independent, lbut succeeded in educating two of his 
sons to become distinguished ministers of the Gospel, and to rear 
a family of God-fearing men and women whom their descendants 
have reason to remember with pride and gr!titude. . 
As the story of the Hugh Mdviillan family i·s so largely a 
religious history, and as the McMillans in Chester, South Carolina 
have always occupied a relatively Iarge place in our thinking, and 
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as there are some facts connected with our family's stay in South 
Caro1ina whrch have not been clearly understood by that part of 
the family which later came to Ohio, it is necessary for us to get 
a fuller picture of this period, in order that we may have a clearer 
understanding of our religious .forebears. 
l\fr. ,Cooper in his family narrative sums up the whole story 
of Hugh lVIcMillan's coming to South Carolina by saying that he 
arrived, bought a farm and built a church1 • Yet, there is much 
more. to the story than this. There were heartaches in connection 
with his acquiring a farm. \iVe vvonder if there were not heart-
aches, in connection with the building of the Rocky Creek Cove-
nanter Church? 
Hugh McMillan came to Chester at a late date so far as Pres-
byterianism is concerned, just as John MacMillan of Balmaghie 
appeared late on the scene during the days of the persecution in 
Scotland. \Vhether the family was early or late in Ireland in 
making its contribution there, we do not know. \Vhen Hugh 
McMillan reached Chester district, South Carolina, a Union 
Church was already in exis.tence in which the several branches 
of the Presbyterian Church were worshipping. They wBre worship-
ping in a church significantly called the "Catholic Church". This 
church had three Pres·byterian ministers from Ireland before 
Hugh Mcl'viillan arrived. The la,st of these was the Rev. William 
I\'Iartin of Revolutionary fame, a Covenanter from Ireland, whom 
Hugh McMillan probably had known in Ireland. But before Hugh 
Md\Iilaan arrived in South Carolina, William l\fartin, due to in-
temperate habits, had 'been required to withdraw as pastor of the 
Catholic Church and had built a strictly Covenanter Church of 
his O'Wll. 
The records tell us that Hugh McMillan first worshipped in 
the Union Catholic Church, but later because of his strict Coven-
anting principles, which doubtless included the matter of tem-
perance, did not join ·William Jl.:fartin's church, but with a number 
of other Covenanters, "whose number in the meantime had in-
creased in the district," built wha.t came to be known as the 
"Brick Church" on Rocky Creek, a strictly Cameronian Church. 
Here he and the members of his family and other like minded 
people worshipped .for nearly thirty years, or until his son, Rev. 
Hugh lVIcMillan, who had strict views upon the subject of slavery, 
1Published in '1907. 
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as well as Covenanting principles, migrated to Ohio, accompanied 
by all but three families of ,the Church of which he was pastor. 
This bit of history is recorded, that the descendants of Hugh 
lviclVIillan may know that their foreibears were men of strong 
convi,ctions and of strict principles, lb.old and resolute in what 
they thought to be right. 
THE McMILLANS IN OHIO 
We have come to the part of this story which will doubtless 
be of the greatest interest to the majority of those now living, 
as this part of the narrative deals with the McMillans about 
whom we know most. It is here, too, our branch of the family 
has had its longest residence and experienced its largest growth, 
and where apart from the initial work done by John MacMillan 
in establishing the Reformed Presbyterian Church, has prdbably 
done more in the propagation of those principles than any other 
branch of this particular church. This is said in spite of the fact 
that today in Greene County, Ohio, not a single congregation of 
the church which John MacMillan founded still exists. Yet during 
the hundred years i.t did flourish, it was the leading. church in 
this section of the state, with strong churches in Xenia, Cedarville, 
with Cedarville College and Seminary, in which scores of minis-
ters were trained, who have taken prominent places in almost 
every Presbyterian and Reformed denomination in the land, and 
have contributed in perpetuating all of those traditions and prin-
ciples which our family from the beginning has be<tn conspicuous 
in preserving. 
The influence of this family, and the families which have been 
associated with it by marriage, has been summed up by Rev. J. 
H. Cooper in his Handbook on the Mdvlillans, who in writing 
his sketch on the Rev. Hugh Mct\ifillan who brought this family 
to .Greene County in 1828, has significantly said: "Then (1828) 
Greene County was a wilderness; now ( 1907) it is one of the 
wealthiest and most flourishing communities in Ohio, and much 
of its prosperity is due to the Mdviillan family." 
AN APPRECIATION 
Since this is primarily a family history, for the sake of those 
who are now living, and for those who will come a.fter, it is ap-
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propriate to note some of .the distinctive traits of this family of 
which we have reason to be proud. 
STRONG FA:l\flLY ATTACHl\IENTS 
This family attachment is to be seen not only for the family 
name, but for all those who by marriage have become a part of 
it. It is worth noting as evidence of this, that when .the Rev. Hugh 
NicMillan was called as pastor of the Brick Church on Rocky 
Creek, South Carolina, this was almost exclusively a family 
church. Later when Rev. Hugh l\kl\Ii1Ian came to Ohio, the 
church which was established here was made up almost entirely 
of his brothers and sisters, and the families with whom they were 
connected by marriage. This family trait continues to exist up 
to the present, although more than a century and a half have 
passed since Hugh McMillan came from County Antrim, Ireland, 
to make his home in America. 
THE McMILLANS ARE A RELIGIOUS PEOPLE 
This i.s a fact which must not be overlooked by those who 
are living today. H you want to know the genius of your fore-
fathers, it is that they were religious people. As a family we have 
little else of which to boast. If religion is not worth mentioning, 
then we must remain silent. This is true of the past; it is true 
today. As a family we cannot boast of those of our· number who 
have dbtained high political preferment. Our religious principles 
have made us almost invariably members of the opposing party. 
This was true in Scotland, in Ireland, and in South Carolina. It 
has been largely true of the family in Ohio. 
Public life, especially dealing with secular affairs, does not 
seem to agree with our temperament. Neither are we by instinct 
a money-making people, because deep down in our hearts, we 
would rather serve mankind than to be served, and such service 
is not highly paid. The motto on fhe ]\Iadvfillan coat-of-arms, 
is more than a pious platitude wheµ we read, "l\Iiseris suocurrere 
disco"--'Which being interpreted is, "I learn to succor the un-
fortunate." Thus we have revealed that we are religious. So true 
is this that even today, for a rviacl\fillan to live outside an or-
ganized church of some kind, would still be looked upon by the 
rank and file of the family, as a tragedy and a personal failure 
to be deeply deplored. . 
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THE l\iIAcMILLANS ARE ROMANTICALLY RELIGIOUS 
This romantic element may be accounted for in part by the 
origin of the family-the highlands of Scotland, and while destined 
to live in distant parts of the world, like other natives orf this 
region, they have never gotten the "eerie" of the hills out of their 
blood, or ceased to be incurably romantic. 
But our family has a deeper reason for being romantic, in 
that its religion is primarily "a Covenant religion"-remembering 
that the word "Covenant" is not to be understood in a theological 
sense, or from a legalistic standpoint. It is for example, the cove-
nant which the 'bride makes with the bridegroom. 
It is this romantic element which helps to explain why during 
the times of persecution in Scotland, Covenanter preachers so 
often chose their text from the Songs of Solomon-"fvly 'beloved 
is mine, and I am his, and he feedeth among the lilies." There 
were not many lilies to 'be enjoyed by our Covenanter forelbears 
in those stormy days when the family name had its ri·se, but there 
was heather that was much loved and admired though destined 
to be stained with martyr blood. 
But perhaps this romantic element in our religion can best 
be explained by remembering how our Covenanter forebears in-
sisted upon worshipping Christ as "King." This devotion to Christ 
a·s "King," a~ well as "Saviour," doubtless grew out of ,their con:.. 
flict with earthly kings in their struggle for religious liberty. But 
an understanding of this historic struggle would be incomplete 
if we did not grasp the length to which our religious forebears 
took Christ into their innermost life and affairs. In contrast to 
the Crown against which they fought, their King was the "King 
of Kings"-One who as their leader and defender not only gave 
strength but dignity ,to human life, which no earthly monarch 
could pos,sibly bestow. It helped them in the lowly lives they lived 
and the limitations they endured. They might live in a cottage, 
and at times without a roof over their heads, but at such times 
they did not feel unimportant, neither was their situation ever 
regarded as altogether hopeless. Christ was their King and Pro-
tector-One who would care for them to the end. 
This helps us to understand, why our forefathers were so 
partial to the P,salms of David, especially the "Messianic" psalms 
in which Christ is portrayed as King. It was this that gave them 
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courage in the days of battle, as evidenced by the paraphrase of 
the 76th Psalm, which was' sung at the Battle of Drumclog, when 
the Covenanters won their memorable victory over Claverhouse 
forces, June 1, 1679. 
In Judah's land God is well known 
Hi·s name's in Israel great, 
In Salem is His tabernacle 
In Sion is his seat. 
There arrows of the bow he breaks 
The shield, the bow, the war, 
J\fore glorious than those hills of prey 
More excellent art far. 
Ps•alm 76; Tune "ivlartyrs." 
CONCLUSION 
H you want to know the glory of our forefather's faith, go to 
Scotland and stand in Greyfriar Church Yard in Edinborough, 
and see where the great host of Covenanters signed the solemn 
League and Covenant with blood drawn from their own veins. 
Go to the Church of Balmaghie, and read the tablet which i.vas 
placed upon the wall in honor of John 1\Iacl\lillan for his gteat 
devotion to the Covenanting cause. Go to County Antrim in Ire-
land, and see the modest ancestral homes of Hugh and Jane Har-
vey ivicMillan, where in spite of their ne•ar poverty, they lived in 
dignity and honor. Go to Chester district, South Carolina and 
stand in Rocky Creek Cemetery and see the scores of monuments 
which have been erected to those pioneers who came to America 
in the early days and lived their lives so nobly; and stand beside 
the tallest monument of all, which was erected to Hugh l\frl\:Iillan, 
a Presbyterian elder and leader of the group, who for the sake 
of his descendants was willing to begin lifo in the new world as 
an humble la-borer, to serve seven years for his economic freedom, 
that he might give his descendants ~-he privileges they now enjoy, 
and who fittingly rests under a monument of Italian marble, ,vith 
a.n ins-cription chiselled upon it, which for real worth might well 
be envied by any descendant, whatever l1is accomplishments in 
life m'ay be. 
But to get the full picture, so 
concerned, you must follow this 
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far as our i"mmccliate familv is 
. , 
family's pilgrimage to Greene 
County, Ohio, and visit.Massie Creek. Cemetery, where the :first 
log Covenanter Church was built in .1812, and where the Rev. 
Hugh"McMillan with his flock around.him, now lies buried. Many 
another Mdv1illan monum.ent will be there, .and. many a,not.h.er 
name greatly revered,· because· they were so closely associated 
with the family, and because they, too, formed a part of a great 
religious tradition. ' 
Today this people-your peop~e and mine-are no longer liv-
ing under former. conditions. Not many are now living in Greene 
County, Ohio. They are tobe found the world over-lbut wherever 
they are living, and whatever their task in life may be, in their 
hearts they are still a "Coven~nting -people," for to this end they 
were -~orn, and ·to this ,en_d were they dedicated by their "Cove-
nanter" forebears. 
HI. THE IvlAcMI,LL:AN HOMESTEAD 
1828-1953 
This more intimate and infor:mal narrative, is not written for 
the public, and will be of limited interest to other closely related 
members of the family, who did not actually pa·rticipate in the 
happenings which are recorded. It will be of special interest to 
those still living, who have memories centered around the old 
home on Colum!bus Pike; in Green County, Ohio, and their de-
scendants, who at some future time may become curious to know 
what manner of people their forebears were. 
* * 
David ,M-cMiUan, founder of the MacMillan Homestead, was 
the fifth child of Hugh and J a.ne Harvey McMillan, 11,vho came to 
Chester, S. C. from County Antrim, Ireland in 1786. David was 
born in 1789, proba1bly. the first of Hugh McMillan's children to 
be born in America. April 2, 1812, he m~rried Nancy Wright, 
daughter of David and Mary Wright of Chester, S. C. The 
Wrights were Scotch Covenanters who preceded the McMillans 
in coming to America, and who had representatives of the family 
to fight in the War for Independence. 
David's failure to acquire a formal education which Gavin, 
an older brother and Hugh, a younger brother, received, was 
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probably due to the fact that at the time of 11is birth, and young 
manhood, his pioneer father was struggling to get an economic 
foothold in the new world. 
This son must have possessed his full share of the family's 
native ability, as well as religious convictions, for upon his arrival 
in Ohio in 1828, in selecting the site of his future home, he showed 
what at this late date seems to have been a greater shrewdness 
than his brothers and sisters who accompanied him. Family tra-
dition states that he first thought of settling on the outskirts of 
Xenia, doubtless making this choice that his family might have 
the protection of closer proximity to other members of the family, 
and to be nearer to the church of his choice. Almost immediately, 
however, he moved 10 miles east of Xenia to what at the time 
must have seemed a much less desirable location. He built his 
home on a tract of land which had to be cleared of virgin forest 
and ditched and tiled to make it suitable for cultivation. His 
foresight was richly rewarded. The'.spot on which he located is 
now regarded as the best farm land in Greene County, still 
yielding abundant crops. 
The h~use which David McMillan built, shows too, that he 
had spacious ideas. The house is ·of brick construction, still stand-
ing after 125 years, and although gutted by a destructive fire 75 
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years ago, it was so well built that after the fire the house was 
rebuilt, using the original walls which were left standing. 
This house, which has been the home of the descendants of 
David McMillan for 125 years, is still a landmark in the state, 
beautiful for situation, located on land neither flat nor hilly, the 
whole presenting a prospect difficult ,to excel whether considered 
from the standpoint of a home in which to live, or a farm for 
cultivation. 
David and Nancy Wright McMillan had twelve children whose 
record has been preserved in a larger family history. This sketch 
will be confined to the family of James, who was the eleventh 
child of David and Nancy Wright McMillan. James was the first 
of the children to be born in Ohio, December 16, 1833. Here this 
youngest son of the family lived for nearly -so years in the home 
in which he was born, and was privileged to see his children's 
children, and his most cherished dreams realized. 
As this record is intended for the immediate descendants of 
James MacMillan, and apart from a very fow now living, he is 
as much a mythological character to the vast majority of his de-
scendants today as David, his father, was to those who were 
living two generations ago, it seems appropriate for the sake of 
those who may be ,interested in knowing what manner of persons 
their forelbears were, that what is now known be recorded. 
Unfortunately, a likeness of David McMillian has not been 
preserved, but we do have pictures of his son, James.· 1n fact, 
we have pictures taken at various periods of his life. We have 
several family traditions albaut him. As a young ma.n, he was 
regarded as rather worldly, and thoug:h a far,mer, he wore tailor-
made clothes. His shoes were made of the finest leather. This at 
a time when other farmers in the community were content to wear 
brogan shoes and hickory shirts. We know that he was partial to 
thoroughlbred high-stepping horses, and had the latest in buggies 
and carriages. We know, too, that he was a wide-awake business 
man, who before the financial crash in 1873, was one of the richest 
men in Greene County, Ohio. In addition to his farm, he owned 
bank stock and city property. In later life, he was known as 
"Sheep Jim MacMillan" and at one time owned more than 1,000 
head of blooded Merino sheep, pa•stured on his own lands or 
raised on shares with surrounding farmers. On one occasion dur-
ing the Civil War he delivered at Xenia, Ohio, a load of wool 
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Jtames and Marth<a Murdock MacMillan, in 1867, when they began their 
near,Jy fifty years of married life on the farm. 
weighing 2,000 pounds, for which he received $2,000, a rather 
large transaction for the time and place. 
Later, however, in his life, reverses set in. The panic of 1873 
was a severe blow to his :financial status. After this, life on the 
farm was a struggle. In 1893 there was a greater panic, one even 
more disastrous, in which farmers suffered more severely than 
any other class. Prices dropped to the lowest in the history of 
the nation. The only thing left of what was once a large estate 
was the original homestead, and that heavily mortgaged. These 
were the years that tried men's souls. James J\IacMillan, who 
began his business career in a "care-free" if not careless way, 
was tried to the breaking point. By this time there was a house 
full of children to be fed and clothed and family appearances to 
be upheld. There was help on the farm to be paid, as this was 
before the days of farm machinery. Farm help at this earlier 
period was an army in itseH, especially at harvest time, and a 
hungry army at that. Help had to be fed as well as paid; and if 
this were not enough, a high rate of interest had to be paid on the 
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mortgage, a burden more grievous in that day than any income 
tax today .. You do not have to pay taxes on what you do n.ot 
make, you do have to pay interest on debts, whether you make it 
or not. And then, as now, one was not always successful in making 
it, but somehow in his case, it was made. At least the family crisis 
was delayed. 
As the mortgage, and all that went with it, played so large a 
role in the history of our immediate family, and directly and in-
directly probably has influenced the whole course of its life more 
than any other single fact which might be mentioned, the writer 
will endeavor to deal with it, because in this instance, that which 
at the moment seemed to be an insurmountable burden turned 
out to be· one of the family's greatest assets. This fact came to be 
recog'nized by both father and mother, and in the end made them 
resigned to what they had to endure, as they were a:ble to see 
the good that could come out of it. For this reason it is appropriate 
that all the descendants of James and Martha Elizabeth Murdock 
MacMillan know about this particular phase of our family history, 
and learn any lesson it may have to teach. 
But to get this larger picture, we will have to deal with Martha 
Elizalbeth Murdock MacMillan, the wife of James Mad.1Iillan, 
whose lot it was to share with her husband in the events .to be 
narrated, and helped to make this story the kind of story it is. 
Martha Elizabeth Murdock was said to have ibeen one of the 
most beautiful young women in Greene County in her daJ. When 
James Maclviillan married her, she was 24 years of age, and he 
was a bachelor of 35. It has been rumored 1n family circles that 
her father, Robert Murdock, a strict Covenanter, did not look 
with favor upon the match because of the wide difference in age, 
and because the prospective son-in-law in that ultra-strict Cov-
enanter community was regarded as being a little worldly. But 
this did not prevent the match. On January 6, 1867, James Mac-
Millan and Martha Elizabeth Murdock were married. 
The result of this marriage was all that any careful father 
and mother could have wislied. True, the young wife was unable 
to get her rather mature husband to give up his love for fine 
clothes and fine horses and carriages, a love which he kept to 
the end of his life. In fact, ih the 25 years .on the farm, the writer 
never saw him dressed in any other way. His wife could not have 
been too displeased with this, for she, too, liked nice clothes and 
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people who .made a n:ice appearance. She was also pleased· that 
her ·huS'band had other strong inclinations as well. He loved to 
read. One of the first gifts she gave him after they were married 
was a book on the Christian home. This book is still in existence, 
and on the fly-leaf these words are written in her handwriting: 
"Received from my dear husband, May 5, 1867." This was five 
months after thq ,were married, and as it ,stands, it suggests that 
the huslband had given the bride the book. But knowing bath as 
we do, we may saifelycondude that it was :Mother rwho ibought the 
book, and inscribed it to hersel.f, and gave it to her husband for 
him to give· it to her-but for him to read. How much he ever 
read we do not know. This book as insnibed does give us at least 
this hint-that it was her determination that so far as pos•sible 
her home would be a Christian home. 
This home had other books, most of them of a religious na-
ture; Buny~n's "Pilgrim's Progress"-Boston's "Four-fold State"; 
Baxter's "Saint's Rest", and others, \lirhich were clas,sics of the 
post-Reformation period. And in this home, too, there were peri-
odicals, daily papers, monthly magazines. One of th'e scenes vividly 
rememlbered by the writer, is that of the family around the fire-
place at. night-Father with his paper, Mother with her journal 
in which she recorded the day's happenings of the family, and to 
complete the picture, the children if any of them were home, with 
their noses in a book or magazine. 
But the greatest thing that Martha Elizabeth :tvlurdock did 
for the home, was to maintain a family altar. While we have no 
direct information on the subject, we may well assume that since 
this was a Covenanter home, there was a family altar when Mar-
tha Elizalbeth Murdock came into it. As her husband was the only 
man in the home a.fter David Mclviillan's death, it is quite likely 
that he conducted family prayers. B1ut from what we know of this 
home in later years, we know that it was l\fother and not Father 
who would be the most determined in all the things connected 
with the home's highest welfare. She was the one who would 
never have given up, as this narrative will endeavor to show. 
It was primarily Mother's determination wh·ich resulted in 
every member of the family getting the education they received, 
although in each case it meant that she as well as her husband 
would have to sacrifice in many ways to make this possible. In 
this, too, she was ahead of her time, a•s she was determined that 
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the· daughters of the family should have educational advantages 
as well as the sons. H .anything she was more determined, sirice 
dhe felt that the sons would he in a better position to make their 
way in the world. 
Perhaps her true character can be best understood in connec-
tion with the mortgage, which for 30 years continued to be a 
skeleto~ in the family doset, seldom talked atbout, but a "hair 
shirt" which· Father and Mother both wore. Father and I\ifother 
de?p~rat~ly wanted the mortgage paid, especially Mother. It hurt 
lier pride; she hated it for what it was. doing to her husband, 
making him old before hi~ time. She was willing to slave and sac-
r1:fice to pay it off, but she was determined that the mortgage 
should not hinder the careens of her children. If possible she 
wanted to save the farm and the children, but if either had to be 
sacrificed, it should not be her children. They should have their 
chanc.e. 
"' And this brings me to another phase of the story, to the one 
who must always ·be thought of as the true successor to Hugh, 
David and James MacMillan, namely Fred C. MacMillan, the 
oldest of six sons .. Though destined not to have a family of his 
own, next to Father and Mother he must be credited -as being 
respons~ble for the family's ultimate posit-ion and progress in the 
world. 
- In seeking to account for certain family traits, it is douibtless 
possible to say that while some are more or less strongly influenced 
by their forebears, of Fred -it can truthfully be said that more 
fully than any of the other children, he inherited his Mother's 
spirit in important respects. His Mother's dream for the family 
wa·s to become his dream to the extent that at great personal 
sacrifice, he took up the _ family burden where his father and 
mother were com~elled to lay .it down. While still a young man, 
scarcely out of his teens, as far as he was able, he assumed the 
burden of the mortgage. And afong with his other :burdens, he was 
able in time to remove this dark shadow from the old home. He 
too· had his mother's dream for the children and grandc.hildren, 
and through good fortune and bad, he has never ceased to pray 
that they ,shou'ld be all that Mother wished them to be. He even 
had his mother's dream about the farm, namely, the farm itself 






so long as it remained in the family it would be an evidence of 
God's covenant-keeping power. 
Perhaps the most remarkable fact of all is Fred, himself, whose 
career is not only a wonder to those who know his life's story 
more intimately, but must often be a wonder to himeslf, destined 
as he was in life to play not one but many roles, and to play them 
all remarkably ,well. He was not to stay on the farm, yet in the 
end was to be the one who was to save the farm; he was not to 
be a preacher, but in his busy life, he did more religious work 
than half a dozen ordinary preachers. Seemingly destined not to 
be a thorough going business man in the cold calculating way we 
think of a business career, yet even in the business world which 
at times was almost a side-line in his rich life of service, he not 
only won the admiration of bus.iness men for his farsighted vision 
and practical accomplishments, but by his business successes was 
able through the years to be a generous benefactor to his own 
family and to his Church. 
In short Fred MacMillan became widely known as one of the 
outstanding workers in the Kingdom of God in his own day and 
generatfon, and accomplished all of this while bearing burdens 
which no ordinary man could or would think of bearing. He is 
still going strong at 80-still attempting things which might well 
stagger younger men, and what is best of all, still r·etaining the 
resiliency of an undaunted faith. He still believes that goodness 
is stronger than evil and love stronger than hate, and like his 
religious forebears he retains a childlike faith and trust that there 
is no such thing a,s defeat for those that love God. 
The main part of this narrative must stop here. What is writ-
ten from this point on largely will be of those who have benefitted 
rather than what they have contr-i:buted to this history, yet, in the 
providence of God, those who have been so largely the recipients 
of these blessings have made their distinct con:tri1bution to the 
family record and have made this story of the old homestead 
the kind of a story it is. For thi,s reason, we are encouraged to 
continue the narrative. 
The oldest child of James and Martha Murdock MacMillan 
was a daughter, Frances. Frances as we remember her, possessed 
much of her mother's good looks and he~ father's practical common 
sense. What her early years on the farm were the present narrator 
was too young to be able to record. We know that her 1,ife and 
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activity must have been very much circumscrilbed, for with the 
very strong convictions on the part of godly pa.rents that children, 
especially girls, should be carefully guarded, and not allowed to 
make friends outside of their own church and family circle, her 
life must have been very narrow and provincial. 
One wonders just what would have happened if it had not been 
arranged ·.for Frances to go to Monmouth College. One wonders, 
too, how it was arranged. By the time she was ready for college, 
the ecorromic condition of the family was at its very worst. Yet 
w.hat a wonder:ful stroke of good fortune it was that ·she got to go. 
While she did not graduate, she was a;ble to widen the scope of . 
her friends, and to meet her future hus!band, Thomas Hanna. 
MacKenzie, V\Tho later became a very prominent and influential 
minister of the Gospel. 
The home which Aunt Fanny and Uncle Tom MacKenzie, as 
they :were affoctionately called !by their nieces and nephews, es-
tablished, was a duplicate of the home in.which Frances was reared. 
Its hospitality was warm and generous, as was her intense loyalty 
to the family. In this she had the fullest cooperation of her hus-
band. There were two sons born in this family, Donald and tfal-
colm, and they are mentioned here because they were the first 
grandchildren, who with their father and mother, returned to the 
farm each summer for a numlber of years, to spend their vacation. 
Additional facts concerning this family and the other children 
of James and Martha Murdock Macl\.fillan, may be secured from 
a fuller record which has been :pr.epared and is being printed as an 
appendix to these more personal sketches. But apart from what 
this particular family may have done in the world, they are af-
fectionately remembered as a very important part of this picture 
so far as the old MacMillan homestead is concerned. 
Fred, the second child of James and Martha MacMillan, is 
also the recipient of a special sketch in the narrative above men-
tioned, and his career has .already been dealt with in part in this. 
present story, but suffice it to say that. it is quite possible that 
even at this earlier per·iod, F,red had his part to perform to see 
that his sis'ter Frances got to Monmouth College, and even helped 
to meet her expenses. 
It might be interesting and instructive to. the memibers of a 
later generation to be told that the day Unde Fred left for Mon-
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that, was open upstairs in the middle bedroom, wa1tmg to be 
filled. It was found that after all Uncle F,red's clothes had been 
placed in the trunk, it ,was still so empty that Uncle Fred in des-
peration, took an old Webster's Una1bridged Dictionary-large 
size-and p'lanted it in the middle of the trunk, packing his clothes 
aroUJ:!d it, it order to give the trunk some weight, and save him-
self and the family from possible embarrassment when later the 
trunk was put on the train at Cedarville. 
From what we know of Uncle Fred's subsequent career, his 
first trip away from home might well be thought of as foreshadow-
ing his future career; instead of his living out of a trunk or of hav-
ing a home of his own as he might well have done, it seems to have 
been his lot to live out of a travelling bag; and travel up and down 
the earth, not for his. own pleasure and profit primarily, but for 
the benefit of others, and in these trave'ls as we learn from an-
other part of his record, he literally covered the entire globe, 
primarily out of his interest for the work of the Kingdom nf God. 
Mother said the only money F,red ev~r received from the 
farm, was $60 which Father borrowed for him to get to l\fon-
mouth. From then on, he was literally on his own, and helping 
instead of being helped. , -
Of all of James MacMillan's sons, Harlan -was the steadiest 
and the most dependa,ble of the boys ,vho grew up on the farm,· 
and probaibly would have remained on the farm had it not been 
for Mother's insistence that he, too, should have his chance. The 
day Harlan left the farm to take a position at Carson & Fox, 
wholesale grocers, in Springfield, Ohio, the family fortunes were 
at their lowest. Under the circumstances, it seemed sheer folly 
that Harlan should have to leave t'he farm. Father was getting 
old; hired help was hard to get, even though it could be paid; 
and at the moment it looked as if even Fred was not going to be 
able to pull the load. It was at this point that even Father's faith 
was shaken; his most dependable son on the farm was to leave 
him, and t'here was no one at th·e moment to take his place. This 
opinion was shared by both the neighbors and kinfolks, and some 
of the latter did not hes-itate to say so. 
This is where l'vfother played her pa,rt in a magnificent way. 
Nothing daunted, she said Harlan had to go, even though the farm 
had to be sacrificed. The other children had had their chance, and 
Harlan should have his. -
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' Harlaii's stay in Springfield was to prove a blessing to the 
entire'. family. He had left home, but fort':!na'tely he had not gone 
·as far' a·s Fanny and Fred, or as Homer later was .to go. He was 
7near enough to come home for week-ends. It also gave an added 
thrill in going· to Springfield on shopping trips; it afforded .an 
opportunity to see Harlan. It is doulbtful if those living today 
realize what life iwas qn the farm, or understand the role Harlan 
was able to play, in the life of· the family as a w.hole. Since 
Harlan worked in a wholesale grocery, at Christma:s time he woutld 
bring whole buckets of -candy and bags of oranges, to fill the 
stockings of the younger members of the family, and there would 
always be enough for all the servants in the .house, and for those 
who lived in the tenan:t houses. 
The day that Harlan anH Isabel Smith were married in Spring-
field, was a red-letter day in the history of the family. Most of 
the family did not get to attend, including F,red, who somehow 
manages to stay away from such events. Father and J\ifother were 
there, and the story of the wedding, written by: Mother to the 
fami'ly, wa·s a classic, as nothing seems to have escaped her. An-
other thrill had come to take away the drab of the home life on 
the farm. 
It seems that Harlan was following the family pattern, when 
soon after his marriage, he decided to go west. Uncle John, Fath-
er's b.rother had gone west; a number of cousins had also gone 
west, and akhough urged to remain with the wholesale -grocery 
firm in Springfield, even being offered a partnership, he decided 
to go west. 
His story, his marked busine:ss success and the fine family 
which he and Isabel reared, is more fully recorded in another 
place; but no nar,racive how ever long and intimate couid tell all 
that Harlan meant to the old homestead, even though it was not 
to be his lot to remain on the farm, and to become what for a time 
it seemed that he would become-a successor to his father. 
In indulging iri this bit of family history which so easily comes 
to mind and is a pleasure to recall, there-is an interesting glimpse 
recently brought to light, which I am sure the family would want 
to have reC{)rded, as it pertains to the comfort which l\tio1ther 
evidently got from her correspondence with Harlan and lsaibe1, 
especially Isabel. She was the one who wrote the letters over a 
long period of years, and the one who has preserved th.e letters, 
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scores and scores of them, which l\'1other wrote her. These letters 
reveal the unmistakable fact that while lVIother, as we have rea-
son to know, found comfont in all of her children, yet through the 
years, she sought and found comfort from one who was not her 
own daughter, but ·who was to give her a daughter's love and 
affection. This is recorded to show how slow we often are to 
understand the sources of comfort even for those who are closest 
and dearest to us, and the love we owe to them as a family for 
their loyalty and devotion. 
When it comes to Homer, the next member of the family, 
every one knew from the beginning that he would never make 
a farmer. The best that could he hoped for him would be a glori-
fied hir\:d hand during the vacation period when he was home 
from college. When he actually decided to become a minister is 
not known-perhaps he does not know, but from the day this 
decision 1was made, it became the aU controlling .passion of his life. 
Homer, like Harlan, felt impelled before going out in to the 
world to make his way, to take his life's partner from a nearby 
community. His b.ride was l\fary Hannah Kitchen, a mem'ber of 
a prominent family of neariby Selma. l\fary was another one of 
the daughters-in-law who was to have a blessed influence on the 
family, when the family needed outside bolstering. To get this 
s'tory, we will have to remember some facts which it should be 
strengthening to the faith of the family as a whole to recall. 
Soon after Homer began his ministry in his firnt charge at 
Bogota, New Jersey, he had a severe illness. He was adv·ised by 
his physician to seek a warmer and drier climate. His congregation 
gave him an extended leave of a,bsence to get well. He went to 
Los Angeles, California, where he was invited to serve Bethany 
Presbyterian Church, which he did for a year. Since the winter,; 
in Ohio were becoming too severe for Mother in her faiting health, 
it was arranged for Father· and l\ilothN to spend the winter in 
California with Homer and J\.Iary. Just what this meant for all 
of them in the intimate fellowship which they had together, they 
themselves only know. Father and ·l\fother never ceased to praise 
Mary, who in those days was all that a daughter could have been 
to them, since she did doub'le duty in caring for them as well as 
her own· family. Through this experience and many others of a 
like nature, lVfary won for herselif a place in the family which 
proba!bly could not have been won in any other way, 
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Clara Lucille, the second daughter and fifth child of James 
and Martha MacMillan, was one of the children who· so far as 
this human narrative is concerned, would seem to have completed 
her rather long life, as an unfinished symphony. Possessing the 
beauty of her mother, and having advantages which her mother 
and other memlbers of the family; never enjoyed, and while all 
of her life aspiring for the !best, she yet faiJed to £.nd that exact 
niche which would have made her all that she most desired and 
all that her deeply religious life and !background certainly wou:l.d 
have prophesied. 
Clara never married, a career for which she was best fitted. 
As the program of fitting women for other worthwhile careers 
had not been sufficiently developed to point the way, she re.mained 
in fact what she undoubtedly was in spirit, a lonely person, with 
no interest strong enough to give her the deepest personal satis-
faction. In spite of this she had many worthwhile friends and 
sincere admirers. She was devoted to her brothers and sister, 
nieces and nephews, and possessed a generous and unselfish spirit. 
With so many excellent qualities of mind and heart, generous 
and unselfish acts to enrich her memory, who can say but that when 
the final story of her life is revealed on the other side, it will be 
discovered that in her achievements she was not one whit behind 
any of the others, for without her, they probably would never 
have been able to do what they did. 
So far as the story of the farm is concerned, the nexf one to 
be mentioned in this narrative might well have been put at the 
beginning, for Clayton is the son who refused to leave the farm, 
even after it would seem that all the bridges had been burned 
behind him to prevent his return. He was sent to college ,by his 
mother'·s insistence, that he might be fitted for a different career. 
He was even induced to go to New York, where he lived six 
months with the MacKenzies, to begin his career as a real estate 
salesman. But the call of the farm was stronger than any caH 
which he ever received, and after a year, even though his New 
York venture was :proving a succes,s, he returned to make farming 
his life's work. And here again we can see the working of God's 
providence, for if one of the family was destined to run the farm 





This was especially true when he went west and secured for 
his bride, Edith Rankin, who proved to be admirably fitted to 
help him in every way. Clayton and Edith were both bleissed 
with happy dispositions; they were the soul of hospitality, and 
best of all, they pos'sessed that faith and unswerving character 
which belonged to former gen~rations. The place which they won 
for themselves in the life of the community and in the love and 
esteem of the family, was second to none among Father and 
Mother'cs children. 
That this Christian tradition is being carried on by Rankin, 
their son, is the source of the greatest pride and pleasure to all 
who cherish our family's highest ideals. It is a source of added 
confidence when we remember Lenore, Rankin's lovely wife and 
children, who give the strongest assurance that this home which 
has been maintained through ,so many decades, will not fail in 
days to come. 
This sketch would not be complete without a special word of 
highest appreciation for Edith, who for more than forty years, 
shared with her huS1band the responsibility of the farm, and since 
his death still survives as a blessed benediction in the life of the 
family. When Edith Rankin came to the farm, the bt1rderus and 
the prablems which were hers to share were no lighter, but in 
some respects even heavier than those which Martha Elizabeth 
Murdock as the b.ride of James MacMillan, faced the generation 
before. Father and l\fother both were in failing health. While 
for a short time they moved away from the farm, the ties of home 
were tob strong, and they soon returned, almost total invalids, 
to be cared for until they passed away. 
And here again we have repeated one of those strange provi-
dences which would seem to be a pattern so far as our family is 
concerned-a daughter-in-law taking the place and assuming bur-
dens and responsibilities which no daughter could have done with 
more thoughtful consideration, or with greater faithfulness and 
devotion. Her rich reward in part is that no one appreciated this 
devotion more than Father and 1fother, who loved and respected 
her for her real worth. 
Probably the truest thing that could be said about Jason, next 
in the list of the children of James and l\Iartha MacMillan, is 
that when he and the younger children began to play their role 
on the farm, the ol<ler brothers, Fred, Harlan and Homer, had 
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already won their emancipation, or had been thrust out by l'viother, 
or by circumstances, to make their way in the world; while the 
younger children without their good example, were left to shift 
for themselves. But fortunately for them, and in al'l prolbalbility 
for the fate of the farm, the econ'ornic condition of the family by 
this time had become more hopeful, so that the responsi'bility 
which rested upon the younger brothers was not so great. 
Perhaps a greater blessing for these younger mem:bers of the 
family was, that in these later yea-rs l\fother had more time to 
give to her children. l\1fother, too, had grmvn wiser with the years, 
and by the time the younger children were old enough to take 
notice, l'vfother had already tested most of the promises of God, 
and in spite of her increased infirmities, she had developed a faith 
and serenity which made her influence powerful with all those 
who came in contact with her, not only in the h'Ome but in the 
entire community. 
Jason, like his brother, Clayton, went west to find his life's 
partner. In fact Fred, who is ·sometimes accused of being the 
matchmaker ·of the family, sent his two younger brothers west 
ostensibly to get an education, but actually to find wives if they 
were lucky enough to make the right choice. This they did, court-
ing Nelle ~and Edith Rankin, daughters of John A. Rankin of 
Greely, Colorado, and granddaughters of David Rankin of Tarkio, 
Mis·souri, the largest corn growing and cattle feeding farmer in 
America in his day. This venture proved a complete success, since 
these United Presbyterian girls, carefully trained and educated, 
have added considerably to the family's good fortune and prestige. 
The day that Clayton and J as·on brought their brides back to 
the old home was another one of the relletter days in the history 
of the farm. For a short time, at least, things took on that flair 
that Father and Mother liked. Fred, as usual, played his part, 
by arranging to have the Pennsylvania Railroad,. stop one of its 
crack trains at Selma, so that the newly weds would not have to 
undergo the razzing of the yDUnger -set had they gotten off at 
Cedarville. 
Sister Clara was at the farm at the time, and had prepared a 
wonderful supper, after which arbout forty young people came to 
spend the evening. This was followed by a whole week of visiting, 
with more feasting, after which Clayton and Edith settled down 
for their many years together on the farm, whi'le Jason with Nelle 
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leift to begin his minrstry as pastor of the Dutch Reforme<l Church 
at Oyster Bay, Long Island, N. Y. 
The writer, because of the very closeness of the relation, hesi-
tates to say anything that would seem to be of a fulsome nature 
in reference to Nelle Rankin, who for more than forty years bas 
shared his life and has more than borne her part of the burden 
and respons,ibiiity in making our married life and career what 
it has been. Since Nelle is the only daughter-in-law not eulogized 
in this nauative, the writer feels constrained to say that when 
he and Clayton went courting, more than forty year-s ago, that 
it was not Clayton who was the first on the scene, and had the 
chance to make the first choice, but his brother; and whi'le he got 
the oldest and Clayton got the youngest of the Rankin sisters, 
it seems that they were both guided by a higher power. If Edith 
was to be a blessing in her spbere, Nelle was to prove a double 
blessings in hers, as her children and the people of the chmches 
which she helped serve, would unanimously testify. Truly, God 
works in a mysterious way, His wonders to perform, and the 
writer is grateful for having been given the life partner which he 
has, and the family has reason to be grateful, too. 
Paul is another of the children of J amc1s ,and Martha l\fac-
:\tlillan, whose story must be tdd briefly, since his life itself was 
brief. At an early age Paul was fatally stricken with tuiberculosis, 
and at the age of twenty was called to his re-ward, but not until 
he had had the opportunity to show marked traits of a most 
lovable character and a superior intelligence, bordering on near 
genius. Paul wa•s the pride of his father, the darling of his mother's 
advancing years, maintaining a standard of excellency for his 
older brothers and sisters, who fully realized his superior worth. 
Such in brief is his story. The words read from Revelations at 
his funeral might well be taken as the key to unlock the mystery 
of his brief earthly exi·stence: '"His servants shall serve Him, and 
they shall see His face." Goel had a larger work for him to do, 
and caJied him home. 
Two of Father and Mother's children died.in infancy, one in 
childJbirth, un-named, the other Florence, at the age of two. And 
here, too, there is a story to tell Those who know the story know 
that little Florence's life, brief as it was, was not to be in vain, 
since it was her lot to profoundly influence the lives of at least 

































































































whose whole life was changed by her death; and J\fother too, who 
said that the home was never the same after Florence's death, 
that there was a greater resignation and dependence upon God 
in everything that pertained to the farm and the welfare of the 
entire family. And Fred, who was away at college, and could not 
get home for the funeral, has also testified that for various rea-
sons, there has never been a sorrow in his life as deep as rhe 
sorrow connected with Florence's death. All of this bears out tihe 
truth of God's word, that God does work in mysterious ways His 
wonders to perform, and the other truth often "A little child shall 
lead them." 
The writer of this narrative is well aware that one would have 
to be a participant in all that has been narrated here, or at least 
to be in close touch w·ith the family at the time, to fully appreci-
ate this family history. Be this as it may, the writer still is en-
couraged to hope that this narr:ative will have its greatest value, 
not for the participants who. are now comparatively few, and if 
still living have their own memories far richer for them to recall 
than could possibly be recalled for them, but for those who while 
not participants, but who in reading this narrative will perchance 
be a,b]e to come to the same conclusion as the writer-that what 
has been recorded here could not possibly have happened had 
not our heavenly Father to a remarkable degree been in it all. 
Only a good God, as good and loving as we know our heavenly 
Father to be, could have worked so graciously and so effectively 
in lives where there was so much to forgive and to forget; and it 
may be that some of those who are to appear on the scene at a 
later date, may be called upon to learn the other lesson, that in 
every life as in every family, some rain must fall, and the way 
we deal with the dark days will largely <letermine what the main 
harvest of our life is to he. 
IV. A HOME OF BOUNDLESS HtQSPITAUTY 
Since this record has to do with a singl,c family, and the place 
where for 125 yeaPs it has had its home, and as this family is 
continuing to grow, and with God's continued blessing, it is cer-
tain to become even more nlJmerous, there slrnuld be a place ju 
the narrative to note if tµere are any traits that distinguish our 
family from other f;:tmipes which claim a common origin. \Vhen 
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this is considered, it is interesting to observe that if there are any 
differences probalbly the most pronounced is the extent to which 
our family dispensed its hospitality. For while the l\!Lacl\Dllans 
as a whole are hospitalble, yet for some reason our family has been 
blessed with the spirit of hospitality vvhich must have seemed 
amazing even to our closest relatives, particularly whera it is re-
membered the circumstances in which the hospitality was often 
shmvn. For better or for worse, it can be truly said that the Mac-
Millan home on the Columlbus Pike was truly "a house by the 
side of the road" which proved itself to be "a friend of men." 
If we seek to discoyer a retason for the a,bove statement, it 
would prdba'bly ,be found in the fact that when David McMillan 
moved to Ohio in 1828 and built his pioneer home, he built it by 
the side of the road, which happened to be then as it is today, 
one of the most heavily traveHed highways in western Ohio, being 
the road· over which thousands of pioneers travelled from the 
east to locate in the middle west and the regions beyond. 
Whether David McMillan built his hoiv.e with the thought 
of ministering to these travelers, we do not know, as there is no 
authentic record. We do have a family tradition that at this 
earlier peri•od the old homestead was often spoken of as the "Half-
W ay House" between Columbus and Cincinnati, doubtless due 
to the .hospitality that was shovvn to travelers, especially in en-
tertaining them as week-end guests. 
There is a tradition to the effect that grandfather David Mc-
Millan had strong convictions on the suibject of Saiblbath day 
travel. When any of the early settlers traveling west would pass 
his house on Sa·blbath, Grandfather would go out to protest. To 
show his sincerity, he would invite them to be his guest, without 
charge, until the follo,;,,jng morning, reminding them of what was 
often commented on in that early day in fhe pulpit and out of it, 
and proven by everyday experience, that those travelers who 
from religiuus conv·ictions practiced the good habit of stopping 
for the Saibbath, inva.riably got farther on their way by the week-
end than those who without religious convictions traveHed day 
after day, disregarding the demands of the Sabbath as a day of 
rest and worship. 
But, that all the hospitality of the home was not of this re-
ligious character is evidenced by what we know of this home at 
a later period. In the first volume of Mother's Journal, which she 
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began in 1867, the year she was married, and continued until her 
death in 1912) we learn that in that flrst year of her married life 
there was not a meal eaten in the old home when there was not 
someone other than the immediate family at the ta,ble. According 
to this record, as a rule they were overnight guests as well. 
This lavish entertainment becomes more underntand,able when 
we remember that at this earlier period in a-ddition to Grandmother 
Mdvlillan, the widow of David l\kMillan, there were in tne h0me 
three unmarried daughters, Aunt Jane, Aunt !T eannette and Aunt 
Tvlartha, to look a.fter !the guests. ?vfother said that at the time 
she came into the home as a bride, Grandmother (David Mc-
lviillan's widow) then the mother of twelve children, had already 
assumed the role of a retired lady, who with a lace cap, which 
was genemlly worn by older women of that period, sat in the 
corner in her rocking chair, to be waited on hand and fodt by 
all the fami-ly-while she acted as hostes·s and directed the activi-
ties of the home. 
But what must have been the burden of lVIartha :rviurdock 
MacMillan, when in the very first year of her mar'ried life, Grand-
mother l\Icl\.fiUan, Aunt ] ane, Aunt J canette and Aunt l\Iai:;tha 
moved to Cedarville to live in a home ·which James, the son and 
brother in his years of affluence built for them, thus leaving the 
entertainment of the home on her shoulders. 
But with help or no help, with chi1ldren or no chil"tlren, the 
hospitality of the family was kept up, and if anything increased, 
in the years which followed, and to an extent that seems almost 
inc'rediible today. 
One thing must ,be said 0£ Mattha Murdock Madviillan-that 
she was not only a most attractive person, but to an amazing 
degree, she possessed aU those characteristics of a pioneer woman 
-strong, virile, resourceful and gracious that puts her in a class 
by herseltf. Especially is this ·true when you recall, that in addi-
tion to heading up an establishment of the kind j'ust <lescrilDed, 
she possessed a strong community consciousness, which made her 
a good neighbor and friend to all 'sorts and conditions of pe0ple 
for miles around. 
If hospitality is the distinguishing characteristic of this home, 
it might be interesting to note some of those who were not pass-
ing guests for a day or for a night, but who were real "sojourners," 
who came for a longer or shorter period to take up ·their ab-ode 
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in the family. As these guests were destined to influence at least 
one generation of the family, the ones whose personal history is 
outlined in this narrative, it would seem appropriate to mention 
some of them here. 
Among the earliest of these was Uncle Hugh 1fordock, l\foth-
er's youngest brother. Uncle Hugh married late, but like Father 
he was especially interested in the sheep raising industry. We 
know as' a young man he spent a great deal of time in the home 
and around the farm, until he went south and married, and reared 
a family. 
Another one of the relatives who was attracted to the farm 
at this earlier period, was James Little, a nephew of Father's 
whose good looks and genial disposition made him a favorite with 
"Uncle Jim" and "Aunt l'v1artha," untiq he left for the west to 
become a traveling salesman. He later returned to spend most 
of his declining days at the old homestead. 
Still another of the "sojourners" was Joseph P. Caldwell, a 
nephew of F,ather's, who found the farm a strengthening influence 
in his later years. He was the son of Father's oldest sister (Aunt 
Betsy) and was almost as ol<l as Father. He was called "Uncle" 
by the younger children as a mark of affection. Uncle Joe made 
his home at the farm for more than a dozen years, and became 
more closely identified with the family than any of the outside 
relatives. He was friend and mentor to the younger children, and 
came to love us as though we were his own children, and \ve had 
the .same filial affection for him. 
There are others, not members of the family, whom it is a 
ple,asure to remember. 0. N. Potter came to the farm, 1f not by 
invitaticm, yet with the approval of Fred, who knew him as an 
honor graduate of Nfonmouth College, and who later became a 
newspaper man in Iowa. In some respects 0. N. Potter was one 
ryf the most unique and guileless characters that one could possibly 
hope to meet. ·He had reached middle age •when he came to the 
farm and had read everything and had seen everything, yet for 
some reason, he did not seem aJble to fit himself into any reason-
able scheme of things. His dozen or more years on the farm were 
perha·ps lthe best adjusted !period in his life, and therefore the 
happiest. VVhile alble to sit at the head of the table, he was content 
to sit at the foot, while able to lead, he was ·content to !be led. 
Here, too, the farm and its pervading influence, could be seen 
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working in the life of this unusual character, not only in calming 
his restless spirit, but in awakening spiritual aspirations, which 
for years had lain dormant. He not on1ly became faithful in his 
church attendance but at the family altar, ,vlhere the dominant 
religious atmosphere of the home worked wonders in his life. As 
one looks back on it now, one can see more clearly that Fred 
and :~.tlother knew what they were doing when they invited 0. N. 
Potter to be a sojourner with us. Life was to be richer intellec-
tually, and more interesting in other ways than it otherwise would 
have been, ·and his reward was that when he came to depart this 
life, which,.he did when he was over eighty, he was better prepared 
to meet his l\ifaker. 
Undoubtedly the one whose coming to the farm was to be the 
most significant in every way, was a fiery young Southerner from 
South Carolina, Chades L. Baskin. He came to the farm at the 
suggestion of Homer, who knew his parents in South Carolina, 
to attend Cedarville College. His coming was at a most opportune 
moment to strongly identify himseH with the life of the family. 
·when Charlie Baskin came to the farm, Paul, the youngest 
of the family, was the only one a.t home. The other brothers ,were 
either permanently away or in college, and therefore, in his 
coming, Charrie filled a void in the fami1Jy circle. For this reason 
both Father and lVIother loved him, not only for his own sake, 
but for what he meant to Paul during those closing years of his 
life. 
The marvel of this story is that a high spirited boy, brought 
up in another part of the country, whose traditions were radically 
different from those found in Greene County, Ohio, was able to 
adjust to this new and strange social environment and take ad-
vantage of the opportunities it offered. He did take advantage of 
these opportunities, and after years of struggle, he not only be-
came a highly successfol specialist in the medical profession, 
but an elder in the First Presbyterian Chunch in Akron, Ohio. At 
the same time he became a benefactor to his own family, hel,ping 
in turn his brothers and sisters to' get an education and become 
established in life. With the help of Fern, his attractive wife, he 
established a fine Christian home of his own, which reflects the 
same kind of hospitality as that home in which he had the op-
portunity at one period of his life, to become a "so-journer." 
Certainly Father and J\fother both would be proud ta know how 
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rich the fulfillment of the prover,b that "bread cast upon the waters 
would return after imany day,s" and in such abundant blessing. 
But for a fuller picture of this home of abounding hospitaility, 
there are others whom at this late date it is interesting to include, 
since their presence in the old home tends not only to reveal the 
scope of the family's infruence, but throws 1ight upon an era in 
our country's development radically different from the present, 
a period when Christian homes stiU had the opportunity of minis-
tering to the needs of their fellow citizens now no longer neces0sary, 
as this service is rendered almost exclusively by organized charity 
or national welfare programs. 
In this oategory, one of the visitors in the old home was a 
Captain Floyd, a member of a family socially prominent in Ken-
tucky, a reputed nephew of John B. Floyd, of Virginia, Secretary 
of War in President Buchanan's cabinet. Capt. Floyd was for 
years a pilot on a pa,ssenger steamer on the Ohio River, until on 
account of drink, he 1lost his position, :and was cast out by his 
family. Even in his old age, and after long years of dissipation, 
Capt. Floyd still retained marks of his unusually :fine background. 
He spent many months at the fa.rm going and coming, covering 
a period cl a dozen or more years, since the farm wais his last 
place of refuge and hope in his checkered life. 
In Mother's journal, Capt. Floyd is referred to as "the old 
painter." He was something of an interior decorator. During the 
time he stayed on the farm, he not only painted the inside of the 
house a numiber of times, but added a special touch to the parlor, 
the front hall and the living room, by painting the woodwork 
ivory white, and paneHing the mantels and doors with gold leaf. 
This made the younger members of the· family, at least, think of 
"old world grandeur," but which they were later disillusioned to 
learn, was the way steamers on the Ohio River in that period 
were in:variaibly decorated. 
:i'vfot11er never got "the old painter" t-o completely give up his 
bottle; hut he did find long ,periods of soibriety and pea-ce and 
security on the farm, which he could frnd nowhere else, which 
brought him back again and again. The door of the home was 
never dosed to him, even when he became old and infirm. 
·while this aristocrat from Kentucky looked after the inside 
of the house, it was an entirely different kind of an individual, 
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and one, too, who loved his bottle, who looked after the outside 
of the premises. "Old Dutch George" as we knew him, was a 
Union soldier from Pennsylvania, who was spending his declining 
days in the Soldiers' Home at Dayton, Ohio, but who over a period 
of years, ever-y spring would show up at the farm to spend the 
s·ummer, and to do odd jobs for his room and board. The old 
home proved a !boon for him, too, for the months he would s,pend 
on the farm ,;vould ·be t.he only time in the entire year he would 
draw a sober breath. George's special job was to white wash the 
stables and the fences and to keep the highway from the school 
house to the tenant house so well tidied up that for years the old 
home on the Pike was spoken of as the best kept home between 
Cincinnati and Columbus. 
Of course there were many other wayfarers during this period, 
most of them having known better days, none of them angels-
none downright vicious~but all weak. None were denied at least 
a meal and a bed as they passed on their way. Those who passed 
on,-those who stayed-make a composite picture of white and 
gold, but sometimes d,rab, which made life on the farm at this 
particular period as unusual and as novel but far more worth-
while, than any interior decorntion which the old painter Floyd, 
achieved, in seeking tv rnntri,bute to the family's fortune and 
prestige. 
But in addition to this day by day picture of abounding hos-
pitality throughout the years, there were those special periods 
when the hospitality of the home was strained to the breaking 
point. This ,was the case more than once during ti'ffies of national 
depression, when millions of people were thrown out of work. 
Because there were no relief organizations in the larger cities in 
that day, thousands of these idle people would travel the main 
highways of the nation, seeking work in the rural areas, and if 
not finding work, seeking enough to keep ·body and soul together. 
Columbus Pike rwas one oT the main highways and in the de-
pression of 1893 and again as late as 1 <)06, daily scores of these 
a1ble bodied men would be trui.l.ging·aJong the highway, and many 
of them would turn in for a handout. Never to my knowledge was 
one of them denied at least a slice of bread, and it was never 
given without a word of encouragement-and this in spite of the 
fact that in_ 1893 the farm itself was in the grip of a depression 
of its ow_n, and there was little extra to give any one: 
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We have a different economy in the nation now, and individual 
charity is dispensed in a different way. But one might be led to 
wonder if always it is dispensed in a better way, so far as pre-
serving spiritual values are concerned. This applies as much 
to those who give as to those who receive. Certainly the old home 
as we knew it, in what is now that far-off day, is a richer and 
more inspiring memory because of the Joa,£ that was shared with 
those in greater need. And who knows, s.o far as the fortunes of 
the family are concerned, if it does not prove the trnth of the 
proverb, that bread cast upon the water will return again, and in 
many ways, to make life richer and fuller, and even more secure 
than it otherwise might have been. 
But this part of the narrative would not be complete if we 
did not state that the home as it exists today is still being made 
richer in life and blessing by the presence of a near kinswoman, 
Anabel 1'1urdock, one of :i\1other's nieces, representing a fami1ly 
with whom our family has been closely associated through the 
years. The home i,s also /blessed Jby the presence of Mr. Shoe-
maker, a retired farmer and neighbor, ·who at the death of his 
wife a dozen or more years ago, was invited by Clayton and 
Edith to come and make a visit a<t the farm. He has remained 
as a memlber of the family, and now over 80, with eyes undimmed 
and strength unabated, continues to make his contribution to the 
family welfare. 
What aibout the future? What about this family whose history 
we have charted in part at least for the last century and a quarter? 
WiiJl its history continue to be the same? \Vho can say? New 
occasions teach new duties, and time makes ancient good uncouth. 
Certainly the social habits of the, family must necessarily change, 
at least in its open-handed hospitarlity. Such hospitaiity is no 
longer needed, and help is no longer avaiialble to prepare it. 
But there is a part of this hi-story which should not change. 
From what we have learned from this study it is one thing which 
must be held at all costs-its religious emphasis, and especially 
the maintenance of the family altar. 
No, James MacMillan did not make a mistake when he 
brought :i\ifartha Elizabeth l\1urdock to the home. True there 
were some things which they didn't know were going rto happen 
to them. They didn't know the hard times that wou:ld come 
knocking at the door; neither did Mother dream that she wa-s 
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to become the mother of ten children. In short, with such bright 
worldly prospects at the beginning, she didn't dream that her 
life was to be one of almost unbroken deudgery, a round of 
duties for which in temperament she was no more fitted, than a 
prima-donna on the concert stage is fitted for a treadmill existence. 
Yet she worked in that treadmill, and worked in it in such a way 
that her work brought. forth golden grain, and developed a 
character so ndble, which in the end made her husband and her 
children rise up and call her bles0sed. 
In short, ,during the forty years on the farm, it was hers to 
touch common life with the wand of a consecration so complete 
that life itseH became a transforming influence for aH who for a 
shorter or a longer period ·became a part of it. Her favorite text 
might well become the key which explains this whole story: "The 
path of the just is a shining light that shineth more and more to 
the perfect day." That path on the farm shone because she and 
her hus1band made it shine. The greatest tribute that we can pay 
to her husband, James Macl'viillan, is that in the end he too, was 
one of her greatest helpers. 
V. IvIOTHERS I:N ISRAEL 
We know something of John !viadvliHan of Balmaghic, Scot-
land, of Hugh l\1cMillan of County Antrim, Ireland and of David 
McMillan of South Carolina, and of James :Mac1Jillan of Greene 
County, Ohio, but what do we know about the wives of these 
men whose Mmes are so prominent in the family record? 
We regret that we do not have the name of the wife of John 
?viadvfillan, but we know she was the wife of one whose name 
is listed in Scottish history ,with the names of the :martyrs and the 
worthies. She 1,hared her husband's dangers and privations in those 
terrilble times. vVe know, too, that she reare<l a son John Iviac-
rvfillan, the second, who for forty years was pastor of the Cove-
nanter church in Glasgow. \Ve must conclude that the wife of 
John Madvlrllan was a true and noble mother in Israel. 
Fortunately we know more about the wife of Hugh McMillan, 
Jane Harvey, whose name and the picture of the modest cottage 
in which she lived in Ireland, has always had for some of the 
family, an air of romance. VVe know that Jane HaTVey was a 
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The Fourth! Reformed Pres1byrt:erian Church, erected in 1853, on Nor·th Main 
Street, Cedarville, Ohio, in which for fifty years James and Martha Elizabeth 
Murdock MacMillan and their children w-0rshipped, with other rela.tives 
from South Oarlolina, during the pastoriates of Rev. Hugh McMillan, D.D., 
and James F. Morton, D.D. 
woman of unusual force and character, who remained behind 
with her four children while her husband came to get a foothold 
in the new world, ,before she and the children could come to join 
him. If this is not enough to demonstrate her cou·rage, a further 
glimpse of her character may be seen in the family she helped 
to rear. Two of her sons became outstandinig ministers. Her other 
sons and daughters had siu1ch strong convictions- that when the 
slavery issue threatened the very life of their church in South 
Carolina, they severed their connection ,with friends and neighbors 
and moved to what then was a pioneer wilderness in western 
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Ohio, to reeS!tablish the church of their .fathers, and contend for 
that larger freedom our nation was .founded to preserve. 
Nancy Wright is the third in the list of maternal forebears. 
She, too, is one of our ancesters to whom we owe much. She was 
the da·ughter of Covenanting parents who came from Ireland to 
South Carolina in 1750 for religious reasons. There is ample evi-
dence of her strong faith and earnest piety. She was the mother 
of twelve children, all of whom were trained to live godly lives. 
One of her sons, Gavin Riley, entered the Gospel ministry. 
It is probably to Nancy \Vright that her descendants owe the 
greatest debt for their physical weL]-,being, since our family his-
tory reveals that on the average her children and grand..,children 
have lived a decade or more longer than the children of Hugh 
and Jane Harvey 1kM:illan. 
It is Martha Elizabeth ]\forelock, wife of James MacMillan, 
who will awaken for her children the greatest interest, for hers 
is the life we know best, and to whom we feel the deepest debt 
of love and appr·eciation. No one who knew her wouild consider 
~t fulsome flattery to say that in her rich personality she possessed 
a large. measure of those qualities which we have seen to be a 
part of the common heritage from our maternal forebears. \71' e 
know that she had the fortitude of the unknown wife of John 
NiaoMillan, who lived and la1bored and reared a family in the 
"Killing Times" in Scotland. She had the romance of the Scotch-
Irish bride of Hugh McMillan, and the courage which for the 
sake of her children caused her to cross the ocean and begin life 
anew in a strange land. She had much of the physicaI stamina 
and vigor of Nancy ·wright, and demonstrated as few others were 
called upon to do in like degree, the aibility to carry on without 
faltering, in spite of mounting difficulties and at times heart-
breaking discouragement, to make a home for her family and to 
provide for the education of her children, that they might be 
ready to assume their place in the world. 
The life of l\!Iartha Murdock, however, with all its burdens 
and vexing problems, was not to h'e without its thrills. These ex-
periences were to come at the beginning and near the end of her 
life. The diary which she kept reveals that the ·early years of her 
married life while not exciting, were filled with much happiness 
and contentment. Then there is the record of the long years of 
days filled with burdensome duties. Near the end of the diary, 
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there begins to appear an entirely new type of entries. They tell 
of journeys taken, of new sights, new acquaintances and of im-
portant persons who had been met. These experiences came after 
the main responsibilities of home had passed to others, but before 
her own health had become so impaired that trips away from 
home could not comfortably be made. Some of these journeys she 
was privileged to tale with her husiband; others after he had been 
called home, but none was ever taken without recorded thanks-
giving for the pleasure it gave, and gratitude to those who made 
it possible. 
The first of these trips away from home most vivid·ly remem-
bered, was one she and her husband took in 1896, to attend 
Fred's graduation from JVIonmouth College. Fred was chosen as 
Class speaker, and gave his parents quite a shock by making a 
political speech, the :first sentence being, "I am a Democrat, and 
my father is a Democrat,"-a speech which doubtless pleased 
his father, but left his mother rather puzzled, since she was ex-
pecting something ~f a more literary nature. 
This was :followed with other trips, to California, and to Florida 
wheri the· Ohio winters became too severe. There were trips to 
see the children and grandchildren-trips to visit relatives and 
friends who had not been seen for decades; one travelling in 
foreign lands, or beginning life anew in a strange place could 
not have written more enthusiastically than she did about these 
travels. . 
The last of these journeys which had been planned for her, 
she was not permitted to make. Fred, her son, who was responsi-
ble for all these journeys,: was getting his affairs in shape to take 
his mother to California in a private car and spend a few months 
with her in that land of sunshine and flowers, which in her failing 
health, she had learned to love; but God had better things for 
her, a journey for ·which she was far better prepared. 
While it is a comfort for her chiidren, for whom she had sacri-
ficed so much, to know that their mother was to have these happy 
experiences, the big lesson one may learn from her life is that 
her greatest influence was not at the beginning or at the ending 
of her days on the farm, but in those midd'1e years when carrying 
burdens which seemed at times beyond endurance; it rwas in 
planning and praying and sacrificing for her children's future and 
their place in the Church and in the world. 
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While we are grateful for the lives of these noble women who 
did so much to make our family what it is, yet for those who hold 
a closer tie, we are constrained to say though all these "Mothers 
in Israel" have done exceedirnly well, our mother excelled them 
all. 
VI. TAMES AND MARTHA MURDOCK l'vIAcNHLL1\iN'S 
DE1SCENDAi.NTS-1833-1953 
Please note: Numerals show the order of children m the 
family, while letters indicate the successive generations. 
James MacMillan b. 1833; d. 1912; m. l'viartha Elizabeth Mur-
dock 1867. He lived on the Maciviillan homestead near Cedarville, 
Ohio where his father settled when he came from South Carolina. 
There were ten chiildren. 
le. Frances lVIacl'vlillan, b. Feby. 8, 1868; d. Sept. 9, 1939. 
Monmouth College, 1888 .. Married Thomas Hanna 
MacKenzie 1891, a minister of the United Presby-
terian Church. Entered Reformed Church in America 
1896. Pastor Port Jervis, N. Y. until 1905, First 
Church, Hushing, N. Y. until retirement as Pastor 
Emeritus, 1940. Died June 6, 1942. There were two 
children. 
ld. Donald MacKenzie b. J\fay 7, 1892; <l. Oct. 21, 
1942. M. Louise F. Wickham 1920; A. B. Wil-
liams College 1914; graduated law Columbia Uni-
versity 1917.1\.fomJqer firm Milbank, Tweed, Hope 
and Hadley, 15 Broad Street, New York City. 
le. Louise Floyd MacKenzie b. June 23, 1925. 
2d. lVIalcolm I'viacKenzie b. Nov. 13, 1894; m. l\Iuriel 
Davies, Jan. 20, 1940. Representative in London, 
England, for Chase National Bank of New York; 
member Knight, Frank and Rutley Company, 
Realtors, London. Captain U. S. Naval Reserve. 
Entered active duty and served as Naval Attachc 
at U. S. Legation in J\!Ie!tbourne, Australia during 
\.Vorld War II. 
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2c. Fred~rick C. MacMillan. b. May 19, 1870. A. B. Mon-
mouth College 1896. Railroad Executive. Constructed 
the Wabash into Des Moines, Iowa. Constructed and 
was Vice-President the San Antonio, Uvalde and Gulf. 
Vice-Pre1sident of the Kansas City and St. Paul Short 
Line. Vice-President the Central Iowa Fuel Co. and 
of the American Ice Service Co. Director of numerous 
industrial enterprises in the Middle West. A prominent 
Layman of the United Presbyterian Church. In 1921 
appointed to accompany Rev. l\fills J. Taylor, Secre-
tary, to visit the Foreign ]\,fission fields in Egypt, the 
Sudan, Ethiopia and India. Visited China and the Far 
East enroute home. In 1924- attended the Montevideo 
Foreign Mission Coclerence and visited the Presby-
terian l'viis·sion Stations in South America with Dr. 
Robert E. Spear. Honorary Degree, Doctor of Laws 
from Sterling and Tarkio Colleges. Home, Kansas 
City Club, Kansas City, Mo. 
3c. Harlan MaoMillan b. Mar. 14, 1872; m. Isabella Smith 
of Springfield, Ohio, 1906; d. Nov. 26, 194-7. Graduate 
of Nelson Business College, Springfield, Ohio. With 
Washiburn.JCrosiby Milling Co., St. Louis. Later con-
ducted a wholesale Coal and Feed Co., Mason City, 
Iowa. 
ld. Jeannette Ma-cMi,!lan, b. Dec. 7, 1906; 'attended 
Grinnell College two years. Graduated at Art 
Institute, Chicago, 1929; m. Dale E. Culver 1930. 
Business Executive. Ice and Cold Storage Com-
panies. Residence, Kansas City, Missouri. There 
were two children. 
1 e. Joanne Eliza•beth Culver. b June 30, 1932. 
Graduated William Woods Col1lege 1951. _M. 
William Roll Bonewits Sept. 20, 1952. Kan-
sas City, Mo. 
2e. Frederick Eugene b. July 2, 1936. 
2d. EilizaJbeth MacMiHan b. Dec. 7, 1910. Attended 
\Vooster College, Ohio, and graduated 1932; Grin-
nell College, Iowa. In 1936 married Frank Spang-
ler, President Empire Building Material Com-




· 1 e. Sarah lVIargaret b. lVIarch 26, 1943. 
2e. Martha Elizarbeth b. I'viay 7, 1946. 
3e. Katherine Ann b. J\fay 1949. 
3d. Harlan Smith MacMillan b. Apr. 23, 1914. Grad-
uated Muskingum College. m. Eleanor !vI. Brown 
1938. In merchandisin:g bus,iness Castalia, Iowa. 
Served in U.S.N. in World War II. Children: 
( le. Susan Ann b. Oct. 9, 1940. 
\ 2e. David Brown b. Apr. 26, 1943. 
( 3e. lVIary Elizabeth b. July 6, 1947. 
4d. Frances MacMillan b. Fcby. 17, 1916. Attended 
Grinnell College Iowa, and graduated Fine Arts 
School, Chicago 1932. m. Thomas F. James, Presi-
dent, James Refrigeration Company, Mason City, 
Iowa. Children: 
le. Philip MacMillan, b. June 27, 1937. 
2e. Douglas J\.1urdock, b. Nov. 29, 1938. 
3e. Thomas M., b. Feby. 10, 1940. 
v4e. Judith Ann, b. Mar. 9, 1943. 
Se. Robert Raymond, b. May 27, 1946. 
Ge. Charles William, b. IVIay 1, 1948. 
4c. Homer l\facMilfan, b. Dec. 20, 1873; m. J\fary Han-
nah Kitchen, June 12, 1900. Attended J\Ionmouth Col-
lege, A. B. Cedarville College, 1897. B. D. New Bruns-
wick Theological Seminary of the Reformed Church 
in America, 1900. Ordained by the Classis of Bergen 
in 1900, and installed pastor of the Bogart Memorial 
Reformed ·Church, Bogota, N. J. Entered the Southern 
Presbyterian Church in 1904. Pastor Buford, Ga. 
1904-1906. 
He was called by the General Assembly to a secretary-
ship in the Executive Committee of Home Missions. 
In 1948 he retired as Executive Secretary Emeritus 
after forty-two years of continuous service with this 
Mission Agency. Honorary Degrees of D.D. and LL.D. 
from Westminster College. One of the organizers of 
the Home ]\,fission Counci1! of North America and 
twice its president. Member 'iVorld Alliance of Pres-
•byterian and Reformed Churches. Member of the 
\Vorld Conference on Faith and Order in Edinburgh 
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1937. Member of the American Provisional Committee 
of the World Council of Churches. A principal dele-
gate of the Southern Pres1byterian Church to the 
·world Council Assembly meeting in Amsterdam in 
1948. J\.femrber of the World Council's Commission 
on Faith and Order. Listed in World Biography. Resi-
dence, Atlanta, Georgia. There are four children: 
Id. Richard Hunt MacMillan, born August 13, 1903. 
Graduated from Davidson CO'Ilege in 1924. Mar-
ried Margaret Wooten, Charlotte, N. C. President 
of the Cherokee Manufacturing Company, pro-
ducing cotton mill machinery, Griffin, Georgia. 
le. Richard Hunt, Jr., born September 12, 1932. 
2e. l\llary Margaret, born May 14, 1948. 
2d. Mary Ruth Ma-cMillan, born Septemlber 8, 1905. 
Graduated from Agnes Scott College, 1927. Mar-
ried Roy Sexton Jones, Atlanta, Georgia, a mem-
ber of the Legal Department of the Coca Cola 
Company. Lt. Colonel in World War II. Vice-
President of the Coca Cola Export Corporation. 
Residence Neiw York City. 
3d. Hugh Frederick MacMillan, born 1farch 11, 
1910. Graduated from Davidson College, 1932. 
Emory University Law School, 1935 .. Married 
Margaret Lynch Holcomb, Atlanta, Georgia. Lieu-
tenant in the United States Navy in World War 
IL Vice-President Coca Cola Export Corporation 
for the Pacific and Far Eastern Areas, with offi-
ces in New York City. Resides Roslyn Hts., Long 
Island. 
le. Hugh Frederick, Jr., born January 15, 1937. 
2e. Charles Roy, born January 25, 1949. 
v-8'e. Caroline Ruth, born January 23, 1943. 
4d. Luella Jane MacMillan, born May 1, 1912. Grad-
uated from Agnes Scott College, 1934. Married 
1.iforcer l'vfcCall Tharpe, an Insurance Executive, 
Atlanta, Georgia. He served in the United States 
Navy in the South Pacific as Lt. Commander of 
the Carrier, Bismarck Sea; was killed in battle at 
Iwo Jima, February 21., 194-5. 
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le. rvlary l\frCal,J, born March 20, 1944. 
Sc. Clara Lucile MacNiillan, b. l\lar. 11, 1876; d. Feb. 11, 
1949. B. 0. Drake University. Taught at B·urleson 
College, Greenville, Texas. Entered library ,vork. Li-
brarian at Ohio State Library; Asst. Librarian at 
Temple University; Librarian at Salem College, North 
Carolina. 
6c. Infant, d. 1878. 
7c. Clayton MacMillan, b. l\Iar. 20, 1880; d. Feb. 8, 1947; 
m. Bertha Edith Rankin, Gredcy, Colorado, Oct. 29, 
1908. Graduate of Commercial Department, Tarkio 
College 1905. A successful farmer, being the third 
generation to live on the David and Nancy Wrigbt 
MacMillan homestead. 
Id. John Rankin MacMillan, b. Nov. 16, 1911; m. 
Lenora Skinnell June 1, 1935. A. B. Muskingum 
1933. Department of Agriculture, Vl ashington, 
D. C., 1935-1936. Farmer. The fourth generation 
to live on McMiHan home place. 
le. John Frederick b. May 29, 1937. 
2e. Jane Edith b. Oct. 19, 1938 . 
. ;,Je. Janet Ann b. June 27, 1943. 
4e. Judith Mary b. June 15, 1948. ,; 
2d. Lucile MacMiUan b. July 30, 1914;' d. Sept. 28, 
1915. J 
3d. Mary Margaret MacMillan, b. Dec. 13, 1915. i\.B. 
Muskingum College 1937; A. l\I. Ohio State 1943; 
English Teacher four years. In Personnel Depart-
ment Patterso~ Field ·four years during War lI. 
In Japan in Personri~l Department of Government 
1Yz years; m. Rodger Pearson, Sharon, Conn. Oct. 
15, 1949. l\fr. Pearson is representative in Tokyo 
for National City Bank of New York. 
Sc. Jason Leon MacMillan b. Apr. 5, 1882; m. Nelle 
Theresa Rankin, Greeley, Colorado, October 29, 1908. 
A. B. Tarkio College 1905. B. D. Princeton Theologi-
cal Seminary 1908. Doctor Divinity from Cedarville, 
King, and Tusoulum Colleges. Ordained North Classis 
Long Island Reformed Church in America. Pastor 
Oyster Bay, L. I., 1908-1911. Entered Sot1thern Prcs-
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byterian Church. Pastor Abingdon, Virginia 1911-
1916, Johnson City, Tenn. 1916-1924; First Church, 
Norifolk, Va. 1925-1950. 
Jason helped to organize the Synod of Appalachia in 1916; 
Moderator of the Synod of Appalachia, 1920; delegate to Inter-
national Rotary Convention, Edin1borough, Scotland, 1921; Mod-
erator, Synod of Virginia, 1937; elected pastor-emeritus of First 
Pres,byterian Church, Norfolk, Virginia, 1950. Makes home in 
Norfolk, Virginia. 
ld. Theresa Maclvfillan. B Oct. 16, 1910. A.B. Wooster 
College; A.M. ·western Reserve University, ma-
joring in Social Welfare. Held executive positions 
in State Welfare Dept. of Virginia 1940-4-7. Co-
ordinator of Civilian Defense, special assignment, 
Roanoke, Va., World War II; assistant staff ad-
visor Recreation U. S. 8th Army of Occupation, 
Tokyo, Japan 1947-49; staff recreation advisor 
for the U. S. Army heading recruiting for all over-
Home today-1953. Picture taken by Theresa MacMillan, grand-daughter 
of James and Martha Murdock MacMillan. 
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seas personnel for the European and Far Eastern 
areas, located in the Pentagon, ·w ashington, D. C. 
1950-51. Director of the Pennsylvania Citizens' 
Association for Health and W el.fare for the Central 
area, 1952. Home 2220 Chestnut St., Harris·burg, 
Pa. 
2cL James Murdock MacMillan. B Aug. 12, 1912. M 
Sarah E. Wishart 1935. A. B. College of Wooster, 
1933. M.D. Western Reserve, University School 
of Medicine, 1937. Internship Cleveland City Hos-
pital and post graduate training at Henry Ford 
Hospital, Detroit, Mich. 1937-42. Major Army 
Medical Corps 1942-46. National Societies: Dip-
lomat, American Board of Internal Medicine; 
American College of Physicians; lVIember Ameri-
can Gastro-Enterology Association;. Fellow, 
American :Medical Association and Southern Med-
ical Association; Associate in 1dedicine, Faculty, 
Medical College of Virginia; Consultant, Mc-
Guire Veterans' Hospital, Richmond, Va. Private 
practice. Home 7410 Normandy Drive, Richmond, 
Va. 
le. David Wishart, b. Oct. 20, 1937. 
2e. James Murdock, Jr. b. Dec. 4, 1940. 
3 e. 1Richard Elliott, b. April 30, 1945. 
3d. Martha Harriett MacMillan b. Dec. 29, 1914. A.B. 
Wooster; lVI.A. Western Reserve University; m. 
Leonard Robert Semple, lawyer. Home 7570 
Brecksville Rd., Cleveland, Ohio. Three children. 
1 e. Leonard Robert, Jr. b. June 1, 1943. 
2e. Jason Macl\Iillan, b. June 8, 1946. 
3e. Stephen Jeffrey, b. Dec. 17, 1949. 
4d. David Gavin MacMillan, b. Nov. 10, 1916; m. 
Marylane Snyder, Feib. 16, 1946, gradua.ted from 
William and Mary College, 1941; ,graduated in 
law, University of Virginia, 1947. Major in World 
War Irl, serving in the Pacific Area. President 
Appalachia Tire and Products Company. Resi-
dence 1823 Louden Heights R<l., Charleston, West 
Virginia. They have two sons: 
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le. David Gavin, Jr., b. Jan. 3, 1947. 
2e. Randolph Porter, b. Nov. 23, 1948. 
Sd. Jason Leon II, b. June 8, 1919, d. Nov. 11, 1920. 
6d. Rolbert Rankin Maddillan. Born June 13, 1923. 
Married Katherine James Olinger Oct. 4, 1952. 
Graduated University of North Carolina, B.A., 
1947; received M.A. degree from University of 
Alabama 1949; LLB from University of Virginia 
1951; served as Lieutenant j.g. U.S.N.R. in Pa-
cific theater during World War II. Member of 
Phi Beta Kappa, Kappa Alpha and Phi Alpha 
Delta Fraternity. Practicing attorney, Norfolk, 
Va. 
9c. Florence :tviacl\1illan, b. Apr. 6, 1886; d. Nov. 1888. 
10c. Paul Rodger MacMillan, b. Apr. 11, 1890; d. May 
25, 1910. 
Note: Thanks is extended to the committee which recently 
published an up-to-date record of the descendants of Hugh and 
Jane Harvey McMil1]an, for the use of that part of the record 
dea,ling with the descendants of James and Martha Elizabeth 
lVIurdock MacMillan. 
J. L. M. 
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VII. FIN IS 
This narrative may be the last attempt to record the history 
of the descendants . of James and l\Iartha :i\Iurdock Mao~:!illan, 
as already they have become widely s•cattered, have formed as-
sociations and entered into activities far removed from the simple 
life of the old home. 
Yet, there is satisfaction in knowing that our religious heritage 
from godly parents, if adhered to, is a cord strong enough to hold 
the family together in the bonds of love, affection and loyalty 
through the coming years. 
If only a few of those remaining have the privilege of meeting 
on earth, we can look forward to meeting in another and a better 
land, and sing together the songs of Zion our forefathers sang in 
Scotland, and Ireland and America-the Twenty-third, and the 
One Ifundredth Psalm, which so fittingly tell the story of our 
fflrnily's earthly pilgrimage. 
"AH people that on earth <lo chvell 
Sing to the Lord with cheerful voice; 
Him serve with mirth, His praise foretell-
Come ye before Him and rejoice!" 
(Tune-"Old _f-Iundredth.") 
)) 
